3M™ High Flex-Life EMI Shield Sleeve is so good, we couldn’t get it to fail.

The world is not always a kind place for shielded cables. While some sit quietly in the cabinet, others live a rough and tumble life of twisting, bending, flexing, kinking and contortions. Too often, the cable’s EMI shield gets worn down like the knees on a kid’s jeans, leaving your product vulnerable to unacceptable levels of interference.

To keep your cable bends covered, 3M researchers have developed a special High Flex-Life EMI Shielding that will outlast its competitors (and any cable you want to shield), even in applications where flexing is constant. While most flexible EMI sleeves perform in the thousands of flex cycles, our High Flex-Life Shield has been tested to more than 50 million flex cycles at a 1 1/2” radius without discernible change, much less failure. Your biggest challenge may be finding a cable that will last as long as the shielding.

Unique combination of materials and construction makes these sleeves tough

This amazing EMI shield is made from tin plated copper foil yarn knitted around glass fibers in a spiral construction. This combination allows the sleeve to bend, twist and recover without the wear that leads to EMI leaks.

High quality shielding for a wide range of applications

3M High Flex Life braided EMI shield sleeves offer an average of 25 dB shielding effectiveness over a range from 30 MHz to 1 GHz. The shield comes in 50 meter rolls of flat sleeve (30 or 37mm wide) or 100 meter rolls of round sleeve (5, 7, 10 or 14mm diameter).

It can be soldered for easy termination or joining to other shields and is compatible with a wide variety of cables and connectors.

3M High Flex Life braided EMI shield sleeves are perfect for applications where shielding is critical and flexing is brutal, such as:

- Telecommunications equipment
- Test and measurement equipment
- Laptop computer lids
- Printers, plotters and copiers
- Automotive equipment
- Medical equipment
For ordering information, technical information, and product information, you can reach us at:

Phone: 1-800-225-5373
Fax: 1-800-325-5329

Important Notice

All statements, technical information, and recommendations related to Seller’s products are based on information believed to be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness thereof is not guaranteed. Before utilizing the product, the user should determine the suitability of the product for its intended use. The user assumes all risks and liability whatsoever in connection with such use.

Any statements or recommendations of the Seller which are not contained in the Seller’s current publications shall have no force or effect unless contained in an agreement signed by an authorized officer of Seller. The statements contained herein are made in lieu of all warranties, express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose which warranties are hereby expressly disclaimed.

SELLER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO THE USER OR ANY OTHER PERSON UNDER ANY LEGAL THEORY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO NEGLIGENCE OR STRICT LIABILITY, FOR ANY INJURY OR FOR ANY DIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES SUSTAINED OR INCURRED BY REASON OF THE USE OF ANY OF THE SELLER’S PRODUCTS THAT WERE DEFECTIVE.

### Product Number | Dimension A [Ref] | RollLength
--- | --- | ---
DS-5 | 5mm [.2"] dia. | 100m [328ft]
DS-7 | 7mm [.3"] dia. | 100m [328ft]
DS-10 | 10mm [.4"] dia. | 100m [328ft]
DS-14 | 14mm [.6"] dia | 100m [328ft]
FS-30 | 30mm [1.2"] wide | 50m [164ft]
FS-37 | 37mm [1.5"] wide | 50m [164ft]